Do Less, Earn More

Automate financial & operational management w/xtraCHEF!
xtraCHEF provides easy-to-use tools to better run your restaurant.
Invoice Automation

Food Cost Management

Recipe Management

Inventory Management

Procurement

Budgets + Forecasting

Manufacturer Rebates

Operating Summary Report

Automate invoice processing & GL coding
at a line-item level accurately, all day

Simplified plate costing fueled by accurate
invoice data

Centralize your vendors, order, and
product catalog in an optimized interface

Earn cash back on food and disposables
purchases

Real-time reports and
dashboards to improve visibility

Easy-to-use inventory management that
both ops and finance teams will love

Track your restaurant’s COGS and financial
performance in real-time

Gives a daily snapshot of financial
performance to monitor KPIs and make
adjustments in real time

Invoice automation is
our bread and butter.
xtraCHEF automatically digitizes, itemizes and categorizes
line-item details from all of your payables. All day.
Accurate Pack/Size and Unit of Measure (UOM) conversions
ensure the data is accurate and actionable to better run
your restaurant.
What we accept:

How we accept it:

• Handwritten / paper invoices

•

Mobile app

• Bills for cable, utility, etc.

•

EDI

• Receipts

•

Email

• Vendor statements

•

Scan / upload

Invoice line-items are
our secret ingredient.
As you digitize invoices with xtraCHEF, you’re building a
product catalog of every item you’ve ever purchased, what
you paid and how the unit price is changing over time.
User-friendly analytics make it easy to gain insights and
improve financial decision-making. Accurate line-item data
feeds other features designed to save you time, money, and
frustration.

How We Help

We want you to make the most of every dollar
of revenue.
Automate Outdated Processes

Minimize data entry, manual workflows, and
associated labor costs

Integrate Data Across Systems

A hub for your financial data without the need for
redundant data entry

Access Information From Anywhere
Get visibility and take action on any mobile or
desktop device

Discover Data-Driven Insights

Accurate, real-time analytics improve purchasing,
menu pricing, and production

Who We Serve

xtraCHEF is the secret sauce for restaurants of any size
or service type.
Culinary Management

Spend less time in spreadsheets and more time
crushing in the kitchen

Financial Management

Supercharge productivity and efficiency with easy,
automated, and accurate data analysis

Operations Management

Get out of the office and into the weeds, because
isn’t that where you’d rather be?

Bookkeepers

More value for the restaurant in less time and
with less effort

CASE STUDY

Challenge: Leadership lacked visibility to vital reporting metrics going into
expansion and they initiated their search by looking to automate invoice processing

Solution: Okay Cool automated invoices processing (saving time and labor costs)
and shortly thereafter implemented Recipe Management and Inventory Management to
take advantage of the full benefits of timely, accurate line-item food costs. They are in
the process of introducing and integrating Toast with xtraCHEF.

“Even if it did nothing but AP [invoice] automation,
I’d recommend xtraCHEF to every restaurant in
the country.”
- Bryan Keefe, Finance Manager

Results:
•

Because of COVID-19, OKC's sales were at 50% of 2019 levels, yet while using
xtraCHEF, they were able to maintain the same bottom-line profits.

Case Study (xtraCHEF)
Case Study (PDF)

Some reasons why Toast users love xtraCHEF
Actual v. Theoretical
Variance Reporting

Depleting Inventory &
Par Level Reporting

Food Cost Weekly
Dashboard

Integrate sales & PMIX data into
xtraCHEF in order to analyze Actual vs.
Theoretical variances - automatically
accounting for purchases & waste

Map menu items & modifiers in Toast to
recipes and recipe modifiers in xtraCHEF
to automatically calculate theoretical
consumption and par ordering quantities

Drill down into weekly food cost ratios
across categories from a percentage of
sales, all the way down to purchase
details and invoice images.

Operating Summary
Report

Product Mix (PMIX)
Margin Report

Unit Comparison
Dashboard

Gives a daily snapshot of financial
performance to monitor KPIs and make
adjustments in real time.

Monitor the variance between
anticipated versus actual margins based
on daily sales, discounts, etc.

Compare performance across locations
based on COGS, Category Food Costs,
and GL codes.

Declining Budgets
Unleash the power of budgeting to hit your targets, forecast sales, and increase your cash flow.

INVOICE AUTOMATION

Digitize, Itemize, &
Categorize Invoice
Line-item Details
Invoice Automation is our bread and butter. We offer an
industry-leading and highly reliable line-item recognition and
extraction software.
Our machine learning automatically applies accurate GL codes
and delivers the line-item details to the most commonly used
restaurant accounting platforms - all in less than 24 hours.

FOOD COST MANAGEMENT

Price Tracking &
Food Cost Analytics
Configurable Price Alerts, Cost Trend Reports,
Declining Budgets and more provide the
transparency, oversight, and intelligent
decision-making to remain profitable.

INVENTORY MANAGEMENT

Designed with End
Users in Mind
An Inventory Management program is only as
good as the quality of the data and the
consistency of the effort.
That's why we made it as easy and effortless
as possible for operations teams to use. Use
on your mobile device, online & offline mode.
It’s made for how you and your team works.

